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Figure 1: Our system captures a live performance in the infrared (IR) spectrum (bottom left). A target appearance (top left) is rendered
and saved as albedo and offsets based on expression and spatial position (top middle). These are blended and deformed to match the facial
configuration and position (bottom middle), and projected back on the performer for appearance augmentation (right). The average system
latency is 9.8ms, achieved through GPU optimizations, and is further compensated for through prediction.
Abstract
We propose the first system for live dynamic augmentation of human faces. Using projector-based illumination, we alter
the appearance of human performers during novel performances. The key challenge of live augmentation is latency — an
image is generated according to a specific pose, but is displayed on a different facial configuration by the time it is projected.
Therefore, our system aims at reducing latency during every step of the process, from capture, through processing, to projection.
Using infrared illumination, an optically and computationally aligned high-speed camera detects facial orientation as well
as expression. The estimated expression blendshapes are mapped onto a lower dimensional space, and the facial motion and
non-rigid deformation are estimated, smoothed and predicted through adaptive Kalman filtering. Finally, the desired appearance
is generated interpolating precomputed offset textures according to time, global position, and expression. We have evaluated
our system through an optimized CPU and GPU prototype, and demonstrated successful low latency augmentation for different
performers and performances with varying facial play and motion speed. In contrast to existing methods, the presented system
is the first method which fully supports dynamic facial projection mapping without the requirement of any physical tracking
markers and incorporates facial expressions.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.1 [HCI]: Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, aug-
mented, and virtual realities I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Animation
1. Introduction
Changing the appearance of objects and humans is observed
throughout history, through painting, dyeing and coating. Specif-
† e-mails:{bermano@princeton.edu; billeter@chalmers.se; daisuke.iwai@
sys.es.osaka-u.ac.jp; anselm@disneyresearch.com}
ically, face painting has been used for an extremely wide vari-
ety of purposes ranging from cultural ceremonies, through im-
personation and camouflage to everyday make-up. Of course, tra-
ditionally, the appearance alteration is static, and requires man-
ual labor to be changed. The digital era has given rise to new
opportunities in this context, where one could observe how an
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object or a person would look like when painted or altered in
different ways, both statically and dynamically. For physical ob-
jects, this can be done with the aid of projection-based illumi-
nation, bringing the flexibly of digital objects to physical appear-
ance [RWF99, BRF01, BBG∗13, AIS15, NWI15, ZXT∗16]. Since
introduced, these methods have been used extensively in education,
training, entertainment and sales.
On the other hand, research on re-targeting or transferring facial
expressions and performances from real actors to virtual charac-
ters has also made rapid strides in recent years [CXH03, WBLP11,
BWP13, CWLZ13, CHZ14, CWS∗13, LYYB13, TZN∗15, TZS∗16].
These technologies produce astounding and realistic facial aug-
mentations, especially in applications such as film making and
avatar-based video conferencing. However, these augmentations
have happened mostly on traditional screens thus far. Leveraging
these approaches to physical faces through projection has great po-
tential for a variety of applications. In live theater performances
or theme park attractions, stage actions can be enhanced such that
the facial properties of actors (e.g., characters, expressions, ages,
lighting conditions, etc.) can be changed or modified while acting.
In cosmetics, a user can potentially try different maquillage before
physical application. Face swapping between two people would
open up a novel tele-existence application in which one can ‘jack-in’
to another distant person.
In this paper, we propose the first live, dynamic, markerless hu-
man face augmentation system, Makeup Lamps (Figure 1). While
tremendous advancements have been made in fundamental technolo-
gies, such as geometric registration and radiometric compensation
of projection images for dynamic objects, it is still hard to project
geometrically consistent illumination on live human faces. In par-
ticular, the unavoidable latency of the whole pipeline produces
perceivable misalignment of the projected texture to the face. All
the face augmentation techniques described above either play pre-
determined imagery on a known performance, or display results
on video monitors, where the original and augmented content is
synchronized, possibly in real-time. For the latter, a slight delay
between the real and displayed scenes is not perceived. In contrast,
live augmentation is performed on the actual face, hence extremely
low end-to-end computation time must be achieved to minimize
misalignment artifacts.
To achieve the goal of keeping the overall latency at an impercep-
tible level, the potential complexity of the algorithms used has to
be limited, and a high-performance implementation must be care-
fully designed. On the other hand, the augmentation must still be
convincing and accurate enough for human observers. To this end,
we apply 2D image interpolation and deformation, to directly match
facial landmark positions captured by a high-speed camera, avoiding
3D processing altogether during run-time. With a coaxial projector-
camera setup, where the camera and projector share the same optical
axis, such simplification is sufficient for an accurate and consistent
augmentation. Our system also offers to adapt the augmentation
content based on the performer’s global position, facial expression
and time. In other words, it is able to simulate different lighting
conditions and facial effects, such as wrinkles and accentuation, that
are expression specific while allowing the performance to change
over time. To facilitate such diverse augmentation and maintain the
aforementioned timing restrictions, we propose to apply blendshape
dimensionality reduction, and prediction through adaptive Kalman
filtering. To evaluate our method, we have developed a software and
hardware prototype, employing an optimized implementation com-
bining multi-threaded CPU and GPU computations. We demonstrate
our prototype’s augmentation on several performers without indi-
vidual training. We also highlight the potential contribution of each
individual augmentation aspect (rigid motion, expression, and time),
and carefully examine the system’s latency and the prediction effect
of Kalman filtering. While there is still room for improvement, we
believe that demonstrating that projection onto arbitrarily moving
faces is possible would have a strong impact on future projection
mapping applications, and stimulate further developments for fields
such as entertainment and advertisement.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows:
• A combined hardware and software system enabling robust mark-
erless face tracking and live augmentation.
• A method to reduce processing needs during run-time through
blendshape dimensionality reduction, and compensate for in-
evitable latency using an adaptive Kalman Filter.
• An optimized parallelized CPU/GPU-based framework to mini-
mize overall system latency.
2. Related Work
Various dynamic projection mapping techniques have been devel-
oped in the past, both for rigid and deformable surfaces. In the
earliest work, a magnetic tracker was applied to measure the pose
and position of a rigid projection surface for an online geometric
correction [BRF01]. Recent works applied computer vision tech-
niques to estimate this geometric information without requiring any
attached devices. For example, the estimation was performed using
captured projected textures on the surface [ZSW13,RKK14], printed
visual markers [AIS15], or using the information acquired by a depth
camera [SCT∗15, SYN∗16, ZXT∗16]. For deformable surfaces, an
IR camera and retro-reflective markers were employed [FYT∗15]
to enable mapping onto a fabric. This method, however, requires
a 6DOF (degree-of-freedom) geometric transformation from the
camera to the projector, which is generally error-prone. By applying
optically aligned projector-camera systems (procams), in which the
optical axes of a projector and camera are coaxial with a beam split-
ter, the error can be reduced to sub-pixel accuracy [Ama14]. Some
researchers have applied coaxial procams to realize dynamic pro-
jection mapping on deformable surfaces [PIS15, NWI15]. We also
apply a coaxial procam system to accurately register the projection
images onto the face.
Following pioneering work on projecting a facial animation onto a
rigid white mask which was worn by a human actor [YNB∗02], sev-
eral projects have been carried out since on augmenting robotic,
and human, faces by projected imagery. In robotics, human fa-
cial appearance was displayed on a uniformly white, mechanically
controlled surface [HOI∗06]. Lincoln et al. [LWN∗09] presented
a method to augment a fully-colored rigidly moving animatronic
head using a projector. The same concept was extended for multiple
projectors and flexible, non-rigid animatronic heads by Bermano
et al. [BBG∗13]; Here the animatronic head was augmented to
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Figure 2: An overview of our method. A facial rig is deformed and rendered under different illumination conditions. These are stored in
an experssion-over-position table. In real-time, a live performer is captured, and the facial expression and configuration are analyzed. The
estimated landmark positions are regularized and predicted through a Kalman filter, and are used to deform a 2D mesh. The current time,
estimated expression, represented by a reduced set of blendweights, and global position are used to blend the pre-rendered images, and the
result is laid over the mesh to create the final augmenting image.
show more realistic facial expressions by projected imagery. In
such robotic applications, a geometrically aligned projection can
be achieved by leveraging information from the controlled robotic
actuators. For the live scenario, this geometrical information must be
measured or estimated in real-time. This was presented, for example,
in media art shows of Omote and others [OMO16, Lal16, Kat16].
In these examples the facial motion is almost exclusively rigid, and
retro-reflective markers were required to be attached in advance.
Most recently, Hieda et al. [HC15] proposed a markerless, depth-
sensor based approach to interactively paint on a user’s face using
projection. This method, like all previous ones, does not aim at
imperceptible latency for convincing augmentations. In addition,
none of these systems is able to estimate the human’s expression
and adapt the superposition accordingly.
Latency problems are unavoidable in procam systems as other
virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) systems. Espe-
cially, the effects of latency are more noticeable in procam sys-
tems, as mis-registration between the physical surface and pro-
jected imagery is immediately obvious. In the VR and AR re-
search fields, attempts were made to minimize the latency of dis-
play systems by both software and hardware approaches. On the
software side, warping the images after rendering to the current
position is an established approach [MMB97, SvLF08]. Motion
prediction using Kalman Filters was also proposed to reduce la-
tency [YNB∗02, KBW15]. Custom hardware setups (DLP Discov-
ery Kit and a high-performance FPGA) achieved the latency of less
than 100 microseconds [ZWL∗14,LBS∗16]. In the procams research
field, Sueishi et al. [SOI15] proposed a coaxial high speed procam
system to realize a dynamic projection mapping on a moving rigid
object with no perceptual latency. Such cutting edge equipment is
not general, and the displayed images are still limited to primitive
ones. In this paper, we apply high performance parallel CPU and
GPU processing to minimize the system’s latency and use Kalman
filter based prediction to achieve a projected augmentation which is
not perceived as lagging by the average human visual system.
3. Method
The task of real-time augmentation is a very demanding one. On
one hand, the augmentation quality has to be high, especially since
in our case the target is a human face. On the other hand, end-to-
end computation time must be extremely low. Ng et al. [NLW∗12]
indicate that human observers, on average, do not perceive the in-
herent latency of displayed content if the overall latency of the
system is below 6.04ms (standard deviation 4.33ms). Keeping la-
tency levels within this time span limits the potential complexity of
the algorithms used, and requires a careful, high-performance imple-
mentation. This section describes our proposed method balancing
this trade-off.
3.1. Overview
This section gives an overview of the proposed method, and de-
scribes how the different steps are combined together to achieve a
live facial augmentation system, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The target facial textures are synthesized for various contexts.
We have produced them from a facial rig. The rig is rendered using
different illumination conditions, expressions, and textures, as ex-
plained in Section 3.3. These images are tabulated accordingly and
stored as texture maps. At run time, a live performance is captured
by a high-speed camera under IR illumination. Employing IR light
allows us to separate the actual performance from the one that is aug-
mented by the projector in the visible spectrum (Section 4.1). The
head position and configuration are analyzed in order to estimate the
expression, through blendweights, and landmark positions. These
estimates inevitably contain some noise and delay, so they are fed
into a Kalman filter, which reduces noise and predicts the positions
at the estimated time of projection. The corrected positions are used
c© 2017 The Author(s)
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to deform a 2D mesh which corresponds to the performer’s face
(Section 3.4). The blendweights, along with the face position and
current time, are used to blend the texture maps, creating a single
texture that is laid over the aforementioned mesh for the final pro-
jection image. In order to reduce computational costs and memory
usage, we also propose a dimension reduction step, which improves
performance and allows longer and more complex performances
(see Section 3.3).
In the following, the individual steps of our proposed method is
described, from pre-processing steps such as calibration, through the
various processing steps to finally generating the projection image.
3.2. Calibration
Since the actor’s facial orientation and expression are estimated
through camera images, and are used to generate an adequately
distorted projection image, both devices must be accurately aligned
with each other. Optimally, both should share the same optical
path, but practically this is hard to realize if the hardware is not
fully customizable. We achieve a sufficient level of accuracy by
combining optical alignment with a software based image warping
step.
Optical Alignment. To minimize the deviation of the camera’s
and projector’s optical axes, lenses with similar field of views are
used for both devices. Furthermore, a beam splitter splits the light
path of the projector to the camera, which is placed orthogonally. A
custom built 6 DOF mechanical adjustment rig is used in combina-
tion with the method described by Amano et al. [Ama14] to achieve
an accurate optical alignment.
Camera to Projector Mapping. Since it is impossible to ex-
actly register both devices optically due to mechanical and optical
imprecisions, a simple computer-vision based homography registra-
tion is applied. This maps the camera coordinates to the projector
coordinates via a plane which is placed at the center target location.
3.3. Target Appearance Representation
The goal of our method is to consistently and convincingly aug-
ment a performer’s facial appearance. To do so, the augmenting
content must match the performer both in position and semantics.
Section 3.4 explains how the former is achieved. To address the lat-
ter, we propose to enhance the expressiveness of the augmentation
by adapting the augmenting image content, in contrast to position,
according to the performer’s intent. Specifically, we propose to alter
the performance by taking three aspects into consideration, depicted
in Figure 3. First, different facial expressions may be augmented
differently. Expression dependent effects could emphasize facial
features and lines to amplify an expression or simulate different skin
behavior (e.g. older skin). Second, we offer to simulate different
lighting conditions. This means that as the performer moves, the
facial appearance should reflect the motion. In case of a spotlight,
for example, only a small part of the face should be illuminated,
depending of the head’s position. Lastly, to fully exploit the power
of projection based augmentation, we also allow the augmentation
to change over time, which can help evolve a story as it is being
told. For all of these scenarios, image deformation is not expressive









Figure 3: The different handled augmentation aspects. Upper row:
Accentuation of skin deformation details. Middle row: Spatially
varying projection simulating a virtual light source. Bottom row:
Time evolving augmentation clip of virtually painting the scary face.
as expression-based accentuation of skin deformation details, simu-
lation of position-based illumination by a virtual light source, and
temporally evolving animation projection as shown in Figure 3.
To achieve these goals under the performance constraints, one
would naively have to pre-render and store all the combinations
of possible expressions in possible locations over time, which is
of course not feasible. Instead we offer to sub-sample this multi-
dimensional space and linearly interpolate the samples. In the tem-
poral domain, we simply propose a fixed interval quantization of
th. Meaning, for a performance of length T , we will have nt =
T
th
samples. In the spatial domain, which is primarily aimed at simu-
lating the environment’s lighting conditions, the appearance could
dramatically change depending on the 6 DOF or a rigid transfor-
mation (Translation in X ,Y and Z, and rotation about the 3 axes).
Depending on the desired conditions and accuracy level, not all axes
play a significant roll, and one can choose how many samples are
necessary ni,1 ≤ i ≤ 6 for each DOF. We found that for most cases
there is no need to sample all axes, i.e. ni = 1 for of most i = 1, . . . ,6
is sufficient (see Section 4.3).
Facial expressions pose a large multi-dimensional, non-linear
space that has been explored by many [EF77, CHFT06, CWZ∗14].
Hence, captured facial performances are typically used to augment
and animate a single, or a set of, predefined meshes. Some ap-
proaches apply deformation to a template mesh from 3D motion
capture data [BBA∗07, ZNI∗14], or from landmarks detected di-
rectly from a 2D image [CDC∗12]. These approaches typically lack
wrinkles and details which are expression specific. Most common
approaches employ a set of pre-defined meshes, typically named
blendshapes, and blend them together to achieve novel expres-
sions [CXH03, ZSCS08, SLS∗12].
We propose a combination of the two approaches — we employ
both landmarks based deformation to achieve a desired facial con-
figuration, and a blendshape model, for appearance augmentation.
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The former enables handling a wide range of extreme expressions,
while the latter allows for the accommodation of expression spe-
cific details. Furthermore, since the blendshape model is used for
appearance only, we are able to drastically compress the model’s
dimensionality.
For a complete survey of the blendshapes model, we refer the
reader to existing surveys [OPA12, LAR∗14]. In a nutshell, a set
of nb +1 expressions B0, . . . ,Bnb are used as a linear basis to span
the expression space. A desired expressions is represented as a nor-
malized weighted sum ∑nbi=0 wi ·Bi, where the weights wi are called
the blendweights. Equivalently, the same basis can be considered as
a neutral expression (also known as the rest pose) B0 and a set of
offsets B̂i = Bi −B0, i = 1, . . . ,nb. In this case, an expression is de-
scribed as B = B0 +∑
nb
i=1 wi · B̂i. Due to the non-linear nature of the
expression space, the quality of this approximation heavily depends
on the number of used blendshapes. For performance optimizations,
the compression of the blendshape space has been proposed, reduc-
ing the dimensionality of the blending problem [SILN11, LAR∗14].
While these solutions offer some compression for general cases, a
closer look at our problem setting can help significantly reduce the
required amount of samples. As previously mentioned, the defor-
mation step described in Section 3.4 ensures that the projected face
shape matches the one of the performer. This means that the blend-
shapes are computed just to estimate the appearance of a point on
the skin, and not its position. Since this task is significantly simpler,
it is no surprise that in our experiments, we found that treating the
appearance linearly, in a similar fashion to vertex positions, yields
satisfying results.
Given the rest pose B0, we render it under the desired illumination
conditions, and convert it to a texture map I0. Then, for each extreme
expression Bi, we render it under the same conditions, and store the
difference in illumination for every pixel Îi = Ii − I0. Note that since
these are texture maps in UV space, pixels correspond to positions
on the face, and not physical locations (see Section 3.4). In real time,
the value of a texture map I will be computed as a weighted sum
I = I0 +∑
nb
i=1 wi · Îi, where wi are the blendweights.
Under the proposed setting, we need to store a texture map for
every expression for every sample point in time in every sampled
rigid configuration. That is, we have to store nt · (nb +1) ·∏
6
i=1 ni
images for a full performance. While quite large, this number is
already feasible for limited performances using current graphics
hardware. In order to enable longer performances, we offer another
aspect to exploit. If the temporal evolution of the augmentation does
not aim to simulate a change in geometry, the temporal and spa-
tial effects can be decoupled. This holds for many common cases,
such as adding makeup, simulating blushing or face painting. We
handle the position and expression space as previously described,
disregarding temporal changes. For the temporal axis, we store only
the desired varying albedo At , i.e. the color to be “painted” on the
face for every point in time. At run-time, after linearly interpolating
the temporal and spatial axes independently, the desired texture map
is computed as a traditional albedo and lighting effects composi-
tion It = At ⊗ I0 +∑
nb
i=1 wi · Îi,0, where ⊗ is the component-wise
multiplication operator. As illustrated by Figure 4, the required num-
ber of stored texture maps now is nt +(nb +1) ·∏
6
i=1 ni, allowing
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Figure 4: Target appearance representation. An array of nt albedo
maps is stored to address temporal changes in skin appearance (left).
The neutral pose is rendered for every point is space (bottom right).
The spanning of the horizontal axis (n1 samples) is demonstrated.
The rest of the nb blendshapes are rendered and stored as offsets
from their respective rest pose (top right)
Blendshape Dimensionality Reduction. In addition to the afore-
mentioned reduction in memory consumption, we propose to exploit
our problem structure even further, and reduce the necessary amount
of distinct blendshapes. This reduction effects both the memory
footprint of the method and its performance, as it effects the amount
of data accessed in real time. Usual blendshape-based facial mod-
els employ dozens of base expressions to cover a wide range of
facial mimics [LAR∗14]. However, as previously mentioned, our
task is simpler than traditional models, since positions are already
determined by the deformation process (Section 3.4). Our model
is only required to estimate the appearance of a point on the skin,
or rather it should only reflect changes in skin details during an
expression. These details are primarily wrinkling, which occur on
the forehead, and around the eyes and mouth regions [MJC∗08].
Anatomically speaking, facial expressions are created through the
contraction of many muscles. However, not every facial muscular
expression is independent. Facial movements can be generally di-
vided into three major groups. The first covers the surrounding areas
of the eyebrows, eyes and nose. The second includes muscles dis-
tributed around the eyeballs. The third group includes the muscles
distributed around the mouth [JKT07, LHC16]. In terms of wrinkle
formation, the second group is irrelevant, and the other two could
be considered as the only controlling source. We therefore represent
wrinkle formation by their main controlling muscles, and consider
only the following expressions: eyebrow raising and lowering, lip
corner pulling (raising) and lip tightening. One should also consider
lip corner depressing (lowering), nose wrinkling, chin raising, and
dimpling, however we do not due to limitations of our facial tracker.
We found that including the jaw drop (open mouth) expression is
also required for the successful mapping process described in Sec-
tion 3.4. This expression is ignored in run-time (with an offset map
of Î6 ≡ 0), as its functionality is purely technical, and is not required
for appearance augmentation. Eventually, for all our experiments
we used 6 blendshapes, as depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The selected expressions of our reduced blendshape
model, as projected on the performer. The stored offset image corre-
sponding to each expression is inlaid. Left to right: left lip corner
puller, right lip corner puller, eyebrow raiser, eyebrow lowerer, lip
tightener and jaw dropper. The is added to facilitate the dimension
reduction mapping, and therefore does not have any effect
3.4. Data Acquisition and Processing
A key component of our system is the fast understanding of fa-
cial performances. Facial performance capture has been an ac-
tive field of research since the dawn of computer graphics and
computer-vision [Kan77]. Many approaches, however, aim at highly
detailed reconstruction for offline applications [MHP∗07, ZSCS08,
BHB∗11, GVWT13, SKSS14]. Of course, real-time facial track-
ing methods are more fitting. Some methods employ depth sen-
sors [WBLP11, BWP13, LYYB13, CWS∗13]. These sensors, how-
ever, are typically not fast enough for our live application. Recently,
methods have started to emerge which employ only a single camera,
are markerless and, since they depend on heavy priors, are very com-
putationally efficient [CXH03, CWLZ13, CHZ14, Ima14]. Although
these methods are restrictive in acquiring extreme expressions and
specific details [CBZB15,TZN∗15], these methods currently seem to
be the only ones fast enough for our almost instantaneous processing
needs.
Hence, for a captured frame, we start by analyzing it using one
of the aforementioned marker-less facial trackers. We use an off-
the-shelf one, as described in Section 4.2. The tracker is fed an
image stream captured by a high-speed IR camera, unaffected by
the visible light spectrum of the projection. A set of locations in the
image is determined, corresponding to distinct facial features like
the eyelids, nose and lips (known as landmarks). In addition, a set of
blendweights is estimated, describing the current facial expression.
This information is used to determine the projection images.
Facial Expression Estimation. Like most state-of-the-art meth-
ods, the tracker used employs a learned model to estimate facial
configuration and expression. As described in Section 3.3, an ex-
pression is described by a multi-dimensional vector of blendweights,
which is larger than required for our setting. To avoid elaborate
re-training, we chose to map this high-dimensional space to the
dominant wrinkle forming actions by which our target model is
represented, instead of integrating them into the facial tracker.
We first experimented with an approximative dimensionality re-
duction method optimized for fast mapping operations [LSS14].
Since with this method, the mapping does not depend on the num-
ber of training samples, it requires relatively less computation time
while preserving an acceptable mapping accuracy. However, after
comparing accuracy and computation speed, we decided to switch
to a method applying a non-linear mapping based on radial basis
functions [WM04]. While these methods are able to generate more
accurate mapping results, the required operations depend on the
number of training samples and thus can be time consuming. Using
a careful selection of training samples allowed us to use this method
successfully with a comparable processing time but slightly higher
accuracy. To train this mapping, the performer performs the reduced
number of expressions individually and a few combinations, creating
approximately ten short sequences of transitions between the neutral
expression to extremities and back. The sequences are then manually
annotated, although an automatic approach could be applied, similar
to the one proposed by Weise et al. [WLGP09]. As mentioned in
Section 3.3, during our experiments we have noticed that, for both
methods, opening the mouth would be wrongly mapped to other
expressions, and hence it is included as an additional dimension.
Note that in addition to reducing the expression space dimension-
ality, this approach also enables the system to be calibrated to a
specific performer and his or her motion gamut without re-training
the full detection model. For example, some performers can raise
their eyebrows less then others, and hence will never be considered
as fully raising them by a general tracker. This is inherently taken
into account through the explained process.
Facial Configuration Estimation. State-of-the-art facial track-
ers provide an indication of distinct facial features, such as eyelids,
nose bridge and tips, lips etc. In addition, they typically also provide
a similar estimate in 3D space. Beside the obvious performance
advantage, we found the 2D landmarks to be natural and accurate
to use, since our procam system is coaxial (see Section 3.2). To use
the landmarks, we prepare the base 2D mesh by simply flattening
the neutral pose of an existing facial rig onto a front looking pro-
jection plane. We disregard all back facing regions and preserve
the original texture coordinates during the process. By running a
rendered version of the flattened mesh through the facial tracker,
we register the landmarks onto it. Later, at run-time, we use the
landmarks as handles to drive a 2D deformation. We chose the han-
dles to be soft constraints in a Laplacian deformation [Sor05], due
to its light computational and implementation load, but any other
fast deformation method would be equivalent. In other words, given
the mesh M = (K,V ), of the neutral pose, where K describes the
connectivity and V = v1, . . . ,vn describes vertex positions in IR3.





1, i = j
−wi j, (i, j) ∈ K
0, elsewhere
(1)
where wi j are the cotangent weights. To register the landmarks
P = p1...pm, we simply project them onto M using barycentric co-
ordinates, i.e. we express every landmark pi = ∑3j=1 ui j · v j, where
v1, . . . ,v3 form the triangle in which pi resides. denoting the Lapla-
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cian coordinates of the neutral pose δ = L ·V , at run-time we solve












where LP is the matrix that corresponds to the barycentric coordi-
nates representing P in M and ω is a predefined weight (ω = 100 in
all our experiments). Note that this method is not scale invariant, and
could generate artifacts as the performer moves to or away from the
camera. Therefore, we scale the landmarks positions according to
the bounding box of the detected face prior to solving this equation.
Prediction and Denoising. The task of live augmentation is a
challenging one mainly due to performance issues. Although mini-
mal, the process described in this section obviously induces some
unavoidable latency from capture to projection. In addition, some
noise is introduced in the process of capturing and analyzing the
face. We address both of these issues by employing a minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) estimator and predictor in the form of
a Kalman filter [Gel74] on each coordinate of each landmark inde-
pendently. The formulation we use is common in object tracking in
avionics applications, and estimates a third-order dynamics model.
We found this model to be adequately balanced in depth. On one
hand, the acceleration dimension is required, as commonly practiced
mainly due to physical effects interpretation such as force activa-
tion. On the other hand, modeling the force behavior even further
includes involved and unnecessary considerations. The state vector
X ∈ IR3 is the physical configuration of the point - position, velocity
and acceleration (x,v,a). The measurements are only the positions
Z ∈ IR, and the estimation/prediction process is a Markov process
with some degree of white noise. Following this formulation, we
define the process transition A, the process noise covariance Q and
























where ∆t is the time step, α = e
−∆t
τm , qm = σa(1−α)2, and τm,σa,σx
are parameters, describing the system’s decay rate to white noise,
standard deviation of acceleration, and of the position, respectively.
While not common in graphics and vision applications, this for-
mulation is well established and is relatively easy to control due
to its low number of parameters. In all our experiments, we have
used τm = 0.1,σa = 500,σx = 0.5. These parameters were manu-
ally tuned, although one could use automatic methods, such as the
one proposed by Berman [Ber15]. During run time, we update the
process states for each captured image, adaptively changing ∆t to
be the difference between the time the last image was captured to
the previous one. Before rendering each frame, we use the current
timestamp to predict the process state at the time of projection. Note
that updating ∆t effectively means changing only two matrices, that
are common to all the running filters, so it is a very lightweight op-
eration. Figure 6 demonstrates how our adaptive prediction scheme
is able to successfully predict the physical position of a point on the
face, even though the incoming data stream is delayed and irregular.
Except for a rapid change in motion direction, the prediction is able
to bring the signal difference down to less than 3ms for most of
Figure 6: Filtering and prediction effect. The x-coordinate of a
single landmark on the eyebrow is depicted (blue), along with its
augmented counterpart at projection time (green). In each frame the
predicted value is updated according to the time elapsed from the
last measured position (red). As can be seen, the predicted position
mostly matches the actual one well, in spite of the delayed and
irregular samples.
the performance. As can be seen in the accompanying video, the
prediction is essential to the perceived projection accuracy.
3.5. Rendering
Having finally computed the vertex positions, transformed them
onto the projector’s image plane as described in Section 3.2, and
computed performance parameters (blendweights, time, spatial po-
sitioning), the geometry is textured accordingly and projected out
onto the performer’s face. The final projection image is designed
to match the performer’s facial configuration through deformation,
accentuate expressions through texture offsets, and depict color
changes through usage of albedo. Note that this process does not
take the performer’s actual geometry or illumination effects into
account. Since the actual geometry is similar to the target one, using
albedo as our base of augmentation already compensates for some
of the desired illumination effects. Some of the global illumination
effects are also considered by baking them into the texture images
during rendering. Higher precision registration and global illumina-
tion considerations, such as accounting for subsurface scattering or
skin tone, still remains as future work, however.
4. Prototype
We set up a prototype to test and evaluate the proposed system. The
main component is a projector-camera system, which is optically
aligned using a beam splitter as described in Section 3.2. An IR-
pass filter mounted in front of the camera lens separates the visible
spectrum used by the RGB projection system from the invisible
IR illumination. The latter is generated by twelve 4W IR LEDs
with a peak wavelength at 850 nm. Figure 7 shows an annotated
photograph of the prototype setup.
4.1. Active Hardware
For achieving the required low latency, off-the-shelf projectors are
not suitable, and instead a high-frame rate projector with minimal
latency is required. As the choice of such devices is significantly
limited, we use a customized Christie Mirage 4K35 DLP projection
system with custom firmware enabling the display of content with 2K
resolution at an RGB bit depth of 8 bits and a refresh rate of 480 Hz.
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Figure 7: The hardware prototype: The projector (a) displays 2K
images at a frame rate of 480 Hz. The optically aligned high-speed
camera (b) is mounted on top the beam splitter (c) placed in front of
the projector lens. An IR pass-through filter (d) is used to separate
projected light from the IR illumination (e) and capture system.
The projector is driven by an Nvidia Quadro M6000 GPU using four
display ports configured in a synchronized mosaic display setup. The
custom-built Intel Xeon workstation additionally contains two high
speed EPIX PIXCI E8 PCI-express frame grabbers which connect
the system to an Allied Vision Bonito CL-400 B machine vision
camera, configured to deliver grey scale images with a resolution
of 2320×750 pixels at a frame rate of 1300 Hz. Since the spectra
of the input and output devices do not overlap, there is no need to
synchronize these two subsystems.
4.2. Software Implementation
The software was implemented using multi-threaded C++ code in
combination with GPU-based processing via OpenGL shaders. The
prototype has three main processing phases, as depicted in Figure 8,
each of which uses one or more independent threads.
Capture. For each iteration, the capture thread waits for a signal
indicating that a new image is available. Immediately when the
signal is delivered, we record a CPU-timestamp, which is used
throughout the different processing steps. Our implementation only
reads a small Region Of Interest (ROI) of the image from the frame-
grabber. This region is updated after each detection according to
facial movement.
Optionally, we read an additional region containing a wall-clock
with which we can measure the overall system latency. This image
is stored with its associated timestamp in a queue, from which the
rendering thread fetches it later. This mechanism is used for the
offline latency measurements (Section 4.3).
Processing. Image analysis is performed by an off-the-shelf high
performance facial tracker [Ima14]. The software returns (on suc-
cess) a set of landmarks and animation controls. The former is
forwarded to the rendering thread along with the source image
timestamp. The latter constitutes the input to the blendshape dimen-
sionality reduction (Section 3.3). Input frames may be discarded
Preprocess and
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Figure 8: Dataflow of the prototype. The three threads run asyn-
chronously: the processing thread will discard input images if it
cannot keep up with the input image rate. The rendering thread
will extrapolate inputs for rendering in between results from the
processing thread. Operations related to the clock may be omitted
in a production system.
when the input image rate cannot be kept up with. After optimizing
and tweaking the whole system, the face detection step remains the
bottle neck in our prototype.
Rendering. For each display frame, the render thread employs
the WGL_NV_delay_before_swap [BWR∗13] extension to wait for
a fixed amount of time (600 µs) before the next possible buffer swap
event. This mechanism allows us to maintain a fixed, minimal delay
between prediction plus rendering and display of the rendered image.
After the delay, the amount of prediction time required is estimated
by considering the current CPU timestamp, the timestamp of the
last processed image, and a fixed factor (accounting for the latency
from the camera, the projection system and buffer swapping).
The Kalman filters are updated if new landmarks were received in
the current frame, and are in any case evaluated to predict new land-
mark positions. These form the input to the mesh deformation step
(Section 3.4), which is computed on the GPU using OpenGL com-
pute shaders. We render the deformed mesh using standard OpenGL
vertex and fragment shaders. The latter combines the different tex-
tures using the blending parameters computed in the processing
phase. We use bindless textures to avoid rebinding at each frame,
and minimize state changes during rendering in general.
If offline latency measurements are enabled, we retrieve the clock
image corresponding to the current input landmarks and display it
at a predefined location. Comparing the actual and projected clock
images, the total system latency can be measured.
4.3. Results and Performance
To evaluate our method, we experimented with several sets of tex-
tures, configurations and performers. Figure 9a,b,c and d show a
few frames of performances where each one was done with a single
distinct albedo map, unchanged by temporal or spatial considera-
tions, only altered by the expression dependent offset maps. Note
the consistency of the projection as it deforms and follows the face
during the performance. Figure 9e shows the effects of spatial con-
siderations, as we simulate a spotlight illumination. Moving the head
horizontally causes the appearance to change in a manner that seems
c© 2017 The Author(s)
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Figure 9: Example frames from projection experiments. a,b,c,d: Expression dependent augmentation, disregarding space and time. e: Spotlight
simulation - horizontal head motion changes the projected image. f: an augmentation which is affected by space, time, and expression
considerations. g: a temporally evolving augmentation. h: different performers.
like it is illuminated by a single narrow lamp. Figure 9g shows a
temporally changing performance as it evolves, demonstrating the
artistic freedom induced by digital augmentations, and Figure 9f
depicts a performance in which all three aspects are considered to-
gether. To demonstrate the robustness of our pipeline, we have also
captured several different performers (Figure 9h). No person specific
training was done for any of the latter performers. For all the exam-
ples of this figure, we invite the reader to refer to the accompanying
video for more results.
System Performance and Latency. The various processing
phases were individually timed and the average results as well as
standard deviations are summarized in Table 1. The face tracking
performed using third-party software represents the majority of the
processing time, and in fact overshadows all other steps. A more
optimized face-tracking system could reduce overall latency signifi-
cantly. Please note that the steps shown in Table 1 are executed in
Table 1: Processing steps timings, over a sequence of 130K input
frames. Bold text indicates GPU processing.
Task: Avg. time Std. deviation
Image pre-processing 195.6 µs 22.9 µs
Face tracking 5671.3 µs 2851.9 µs
Blendshape reduction 25.4 µs 9.1 µs
Data filtering & transform 95.8 & 100.2 µs 27.8 & 2.0 µs
Textured rendering 180.7 µs 4.6 µs
parallel, and hence cannot be directly summed to derive the overall
processing latency.
We measure the overall latency in two ways. First, we estimate
our implementation’s latency via timestamps taken when an image
is received, and before its final rendering (see Section 4.2). The
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Figure 10: Plot of the overall system latency measured with the
LED-clock–based offline method. The average latency is 9.8ms.
latency is on average 6.6 ms. While very low, this does not describe
the end-to-end latency including acquisition and projection delays.
Additionally, we measure the latency in an offline manner. These
measurements do include latency arising from the camera, display
and projector hardware. To this end, we use an Arduino-based LED
clock that displays time stamps encoded as gray codes in both IR
and visible spectra [BRW∗16]. The system captures an image of
the clock together with the input image, and projects the clock back
along with the matching input frame’s results. Both the live LED-
display of the device and the projected image are captured with an
external camera (a Sony RX100 IV) at a frame rate synchronized
to the projector. Each frame contains the current time shown on
the image as well as the time at which the image was captured.
Measured latencies are shown in Figure 10. The overall system
latency is on average 9.8ms with a standard deviation of 2.1ms.
5. Summary and Discussion
In summary, we presented the first real-time, non-rigid dynamic pro-
jection method to augment human faces with adaptively projected
content depending on facial semantics. Our system is primarily de-
signed for high performance, minimizing overall latency through
a combined multi-threaded CPU and GPU implementation. The
developed algorithms, combined with the presented hardware, are
able to produce convincing illusions, which are perceived as being
fixed onto the mimics of the augmented human face. This is due
to successful compensation of the unavoidable overall system la-
tency through adaptive Kalman based filtering and prediction. Our
method is not only able to track and match the captured facial shape,
but also detects its semantics and efficiently adapts the rendered
augmentation content accordingly. Hence, we have shown that the
classic limitations to dynamic projection based augmentation (such
as slow and rigid head movement, the use of optical markers, and
displaying only non-adapting or fully precomputed content) are no
longer necessary when generating convincing facial augmentations.
Limitations and Future Work. Although the current prototype
is agnostic to the face tracking method used, the resulting augmenta-
tion quality strongly depends on the performance of this part of the
pipeline. Observing the video results, one can clearly see the lack of
facial boundaries and the tracking noise, which show the limitations
of the used facial tracking library. New methods, focused on mini-
mizing latency [IIGT12, RCWS14], reduced noise levels, and more
detailed tracking can further improve projection quality. Since the
current system is realized using a single frontal projection, the sides
of the face cannot be fully illuminated. Overcoming this constraint to
fully cover the facial surface is one of the future research directions
to investigate. Note that projecting from the sides requires greater
accuracy, due to depth discontinuities introduced especially around
the nose. A significant improvement can be achieved through more
elaborate compensation schemes. Skin tone, subsurface scattering
and other global illumination effects can be accounted for, allowing
to eliminate facial features, and not just adding them. This, however
would require out-of-budget computation time, and an investigation
of how to incorporate such considerations would be very beneficial
and challenging. For the same reasons, comparing the results of our
live application and previous ones, which aim for quality instead of
latency, is not informative. It would be interesting to find a setting
in which a user study or other forms of comparisons is meaning-
ful. Another limitation of the current method is the face-dependent
preprocessing step to generate the reduced set of blendshapes, and
face boundaries. Generating them automatically on-the-fly or via a
quick interactive calibration routine would make the system more
flexible in situations where the projection should be carried out onto
a variety of human faces. The demonstrated setup currently involves
placing the actor close in front of the relatively bulky hardware.
This choice is primarily related to the physical space available for
our prototype installation. The procam system’s capabilities allow
the projection to take place from a much larger distance, especially
when combined with the appropriate lenses. The angular region can
be adjusted likewise, albeit doing so may affect resolution. Cost
of the prototype setup is a concern, although we believe that the
current trend towards higher frame rate displays is likely to bring
down costs of projectors in the future as well.
Due to the direct projection onto an actor’s face, (eye-)safety
is a concern, and warrants an investigation, especially before use
in a production setting. For our tests, we used minimal projection
brightness, and further applied dark colors to the regions around
the eyes. This setting was comfortable for the performer. However
even without dark projection around the eyes, the experience is
comparable to illumination from a bright scene-spot light (as used
in various entertainment events and venues).
We imagine this system to be applicable exclusively for live
audience performances. At its current configuration, it is restricted
to a stage setting (as opposed to a street performance setting). A
pan/tilt system (similar to a spotlight following the performer on
stage) could probably be employed to expand the active region. The
introduced motion would obviously be somewhat delayed compared
to the actual performance. Intuitively, this should be possible to
compensate for through our already existing tracking and prediction
mechanism (the pan and tilt’s acceleration would simply be added
to the performer’s). Of course, this requires careful examination and
is an interesting aspect for future systems.
We believe that projection-based non-rigid expressive augmenta-
tion has the potential to give rise to a large variety of new creative ap-
plication scenarios in the near future, and that the methods described
here are the fundamental building blocks toward its realization.
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